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Composition of Earth’ crust

Harkins rule (1915)

elements with specific properties

are more abundant than other:

even vs odd charge 

It should be related

to the structure of their nuclei,

and not to their position in the 

Periodic Table

William Draper 

Harkins



1925: Cecilia Payne  

H and He are 

the most abundant

elements

in stellar atmospheres

Stellar spectroscopy reveals the presence

of chemical elements in stellar surfaces.

Determination of abundances requires

models of stellar atmospheres
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Carl Friedrich  von Weizsäcker

(1912  - 2007)

Are stars making

their own elements

or is it something else

preceding them?



The Weizsäcker family

Ernst Heinrich von W.

diplomat, politician
War criminal
after Nuremberg II trial

Carl Friedrich von W.

Physicist, Philosopher
German research team on

nuclear weapons in World War II

Richard Karl von W.

Politician
President of German republic

(1984-1993)

Max von Laue called this agreement "die Lesart" (the Version) : "The leader in all these discussions

was Weizsäcker. I did not hear any mention of any ethical point of view."

1945: Operation Alsos and the Farm Hall transcripts (released 1993)

Weizsäcker: "I believe the reason we didn't do it was because all the physicists didn't want to do it, on

principle. If we had wanted Germany to win the war we would have succeeded!”

Heisenberg: “Well, that's not quite right. I would say that I was absolutely convinced of the possibility of

our making a uranium engine, but I never thought we would make a bomb and I am glad we did not.”





1925: Cecilia Payne

Stars are made mostly of Hydrogen

1929: Henri Norris Russell

Stellar abundances display specific

regularities, similar to those on Earth

1931: Robert Atkinson

Stars build up their elements in their interiors

by pre-existing Hydrogen (except for He !)

1937: Carl F. von Weizsäcker

may be; but perhaps the elements were made 

by another process, prior to their formation 

1939: Hans Bethe 

Normal stars cannot built in their interiors

elements heavier than Helium.

Early studies and ideas about the origin of the elements (up to 1940)
1915: William Harkins

Even elements on Earh’s crust are 

more abundant than odd ones

due to the structure of their nuclei



Solar (= Cosmic) Abundances of the elements



Cosmic abundances of nuclides 

are locally  correlated with 

nuclear stability

(Binding energy per nucleon):

alpha-nuclei (A=multiple of 4),

“magic” nuclei, 

Fe peak nuclei or

nuclei with even A or Z

are more abundant 

than their neighbors

Nuclear processes  

have shaped the

cosmic abundances 

of the chemical elements

WHERE ?    HOW ?

=Z+N



Emax



Nuclear Reactions

Nuclear reactions           A + B    ⇒ C + D 
proceeding at rate R   

System of interacting nuclei at temperature T and density ρ

evolving for lapse of time L

2.  R =< 1/L : Reactions proceed slowly :   A + B ⇒ C + D   

Nuclear

statistical

equiilibrium

Abundances of nuclei depend on T, ρ and their binding energies B

1.  R >> 1/L : All direct and inverse reactions proceed very fast :   A + B ⇔ C + D   

Abundances of nuclei depend on reaction rates R(T, ρ)

and are coupled to the abundances of all other nuclei of the system

Time-dependent treatment required



1942

Starting at  temperature T~10 GK (10 109 K)

and density ~108 g/cc built nuclei around Si

In conditions of nuclear equilibrium

A + B ⇔ C + D    

then at lower T and  built lighter nuclei

But  Fe and heavier nuclei NEVER produced
Temperature ( GK)

Subrahmanyan 

Chandrasekhar



But 

HOW 

to get

the material

out of

the star ?



NOT nuclear

equilibrium

time-dependent

treatment of 

nuclear reactions

is necessary

little time available

(less than

the time for

neutron decay ~1 h)

Einstein to Lemaître:

Your calculations are correct,

but your physics is atrocious"

Lemaître 1927 : 

Recession of galaxies

explained as due to

expansion of the Universe

1931: 

Explosion of the 

Primeval Atom

Georges

Lemaître

Albert

Einstein



β
Phys.Rev., April 1st 1948

n-capture cross-sections

for nuclei with A>20

from declassified data 

of  the atom bomb tests

(Hughes 1946 APS meeting)

Mass number A = Protons + Neutrons 

Log (Abundances)

1 page, 1 equation, 1 figure



The Washington Post, 16 April 1948 : “World Began in 5 Minutes, New Theory”
At the very beginning of everything, the universe had infinite density concentrated in a single zero point.

Then just 300 seconds – five minutes – after the start of everything, there was a rapid expansion and

cooling of the primordial matter. The neutrons – those are the particles that trigger the atomic

bomb – started decaying into protons and building up the heavier chemical elements. … This

act of creation of the chemical elements took the surprisingly short time of an hour. (The Bible

story said something about six days for the act of creation)

Fermi and Turkevich (1949, unpublished)

No elements beyond He, (Li) because of A=5 (8) gap

Hayashi (1950): At T~1010 K : n ⇔ p equilibrium

After the discovery of 3 K microwave background 

(Penzias and Wilson 1965):

Peebles (1966),  Wagoner, Fowler and Hoyle (1967)

First calculations of « realistic » Big Bang nucleosynthesis



Pius ΧΙΙ

G. Lemaître

We may speak of this event as of a beginning. I do not say a creation.

Physically it is a beginning in the sense that if something happened before, it has

no observable influence on the behavior of our universe, as any feature of matter

before this beginning has been completely lost by the extreme contraction at the

theoretical zero. The question if it was really a beginning or rather a
creation, something started from nothing, is a philosophical question
which cannot be settled by physical or astronomical considerations

Address to the Pontifical Academy of  Sciences ( September 1951)
THE PROOFS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD IN THE LIGHT OF MODERN NATURAL SCIENCE

Present-day science, with one sweeping step back across millions of centuries, has

succeeded in bearing witness to that primordial "Fiat lux" uttered at the moment

when, along with matter, there burst forth from nothing a sea of light and
radiation, while the particles of chemical elements split and formed into
millions of galaxies…
Hence, creation took place in time. Therefore, there is a Creator. Therefore,

God exists! Although it is neither explicit nor complete, this is the reply we were

awaiting from science, and which the present human generation is awaiting from it.



Old stars of galactic halo (Population II) 

contain less heavy elements (metals)

than the younger stellar population 

(Population I) of the galactic disk

Chamberlain and Aller 1951

The chemical composition  of the Milky Way

was substantially different in the past

F. Hoyle: all elements produced 

Inside  stars during their  collapsing stage, 

by thermonuclear reactions 

G. Gamow: all elements were produced 

in the hot primordial Universe (Big Bang) 

by successive neutron captures

Early 1950ies



1st step

OK
2nd step

NOT OK!

« Friendly Enemy Alien »



First quantitative prediction of a microscopic property of matter (structure of C12 nucleus)

from a macroscopic one (abundances of C12 and O16)

Formation and survival of C-12 in He-burning

1st and only « prediction » of the Anthropic Principle ?

Probability of 

nuclear reaction

Energy Fundamental

Level 1 

Level 2 
Energy

Nucleus 3Nucleus 1

Level 1 It becomes very

high when the

reaction is

resonant

Fred Hoyle suggests that the

reaction Be8 + α  C12  is resonant

because of the existence   of a 

nuclear energy level at 7.7 MeV  

(unknown at that time) in C12 

The level is found in  William Fowler’s

Kellog laboratory in 1953

Salpeter

Hoyle

Formation of 

Be8

Formation of 

C12

Survival of 

C12



Formation of Carbon (C-12)



(1954)



Elements and Isotopes

« Very »  n-rich

« Moderately »  n-rich

p-rich

Hoyle 1954



Reviews of Modern Physics 1957

Margaret  Geoffrey

Burbidge
William

Fowler

Fred

Hoyle



n from (,n) on 4N+1 nuclei Data on 

neutron capture

cross-sections 

and yields

from the  first

H-bomb test

in Bikini island

(1952)



1957 : 

Alastair  G. W. Cameron

Nuclear reactions 

in stars  and 

nucleogenesis

(Chalk River report)



1 nucleus of He for 10 nuclei of H:

25% of the mass of the Universe is He



1965 : discovery of the

Cosmic Microwave Background

Robert

Wilson
Arno

Penzias



X(n)/X(p)~0.13  at freeze-out

X(He-4) ~ 2 X(n) ~ 0.25

Hayashi (1950). n - p equilibrium

- Only way to produce   so much He4 ( ̴ 25 % by mass)

- Only way to produce Deuterium  (destroyed in stars)

-Only way to produce so much early Li7

n He-4

D

-Only way to produce  so much He4

- ( 25 % by mass)

-Only way to produce Deuterium

(destroyed in stellar interiors)

In excellent agreement with observations

p



Carbon burning
Température: 1 billion K

Duration : 10 000 years

Neon burning

1.7 billion K

a few years
Oxygen burning

2.3 billionK

A few months

Silicon

burning

4 billion K

a few days

Hydrogen envelope

Radius:

700 000 000 km

=1000 R⊙    

3 000 km

Massive stars

“burn” heavier and

heavier nuclei,

until they turn 

their cores 

into iron

Fe-56

Fe-56 is the most stable nucleus in nature

(its reactions are endothermic).

No nuclear energy source available in the core

Back to

the stars



Advanced nucleosynthesis phases in massive stars

Because of the increased sensitivity of nuclear reactions to temperature

heavier nuclei are produced closer to the centre of the star

The « onion skin » model  (Hoyle 1955)

The outer layers keep (partially) the products of previous phases 

of stellar nucleosynthesis

This material, synthesized by nuclear reactions in stellar interiors

must come out through the final event of a 

supernova explosion

The explosion produces also new elements

(explosive nucleosynthesis)

including short-lived radioactive ones

Crab nebula



What powers the  exponentially decreasing lightcurves of supernovae ?

B2FH

R a d i o a c t i v i t y, 

of lifetime ~2 months

Be-7    :  Borst 1950

Cf-254:  Baade, B2FH 1956

Luminosity

Titus Pankey Jr 1963

Ni56 → Co56 → Fe56  
7 days 2 months

Hoyle and Fowler 1960: Explosive nucleosynthesis

Fe56, the most stable nucleus in nature

is produced as unstable Ni56

Hoyle’s greatest regret



The way towards the Fe-peak: hydrostatic vs explosive

In the stellar core

weak interactions 

(p + e+)

turn some protons 

into neutrons

and Fe56 dominates

the composition

in nuclear

statistical equilibrium 

Ca40 is the last stable

nucleus with N=Z

on the way of Si-melting

towards the Fe-peak

Hoyle’s greatest regret : missing the origin of Fe56, the most stable nucleus in nature

It is produced as unstable Ni56 in supernova explosions

In explosive nucleosynthesis, weak (=slow) interactions have no time to operate

and the nuclear flow goes through N = Z up to Ni56 (N=Z=28)





Stirling Colgate

1959:

Suggests satellites

for search of 𝛄-rays

from supernovae,

In fact to cover

monitoring of

soviet test 

explosions

99% of the enormous amount of gravitational energy

from the dynamical collapse of the Fe core

is released in the form of neutrinos; 

Some of them interact with the stellar mantle

and expel it, making a supernova 



SN 1987A in the 

Large Magellanic Cloud
150 000 light years from Earth

Detection of the

gamma-ray line of Co56
Detection of two dozens

of neutrinos in 3 detectors



Primordial Nucleosynthesis       T~1000-100 MK

Galactic Cosmic Rays                    T~ 10 K

Helium burning        T~100 – 300 MK

Carbon-Neon burning                 T~ 1-1.5  GK

Oxygen burning                   T ~ 2.5  GK

Explosive nucleosynthesis (NSE)              T ~4 GK

Neutron captures                            

s-process                T~100-300 MK

r- process                         T ~ 2 GK

Hydrogen burning            T~15 – 30 MK



Big Bang

H, D, He-3, He-4, Li-7

Small

stars

Massive

stars

Red 

Giants

Red 

Supergiants

He→C,O…

Si→ Fe

He→C,O

Planetary

nebulae
Supernova

White

dwarf
Neutron

star
Black

holeCompanion 

star

Fe

White

dwarfSNIa

Cosmic rays

CNO  ⇒ Li Be B

Neutron

star



Observed

Calculated

William Alfred

Fowler
Physics Nobel 1983

Abundances at solar system 

formation, 4.5 Gy ago

Fred Hoyle
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-transport, …

LIM stars

Massive stars

Convection, 

Mass loss

Metallicity

Rotation, …

SN Types

Lightcurves

SN remnants

Dust Globular cluster

composition

GCR spectra

GCR 

properties

Novae,

X-bursts


